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Border Crisis Escalates as Illegals Thank Joe Biden
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In more discouraging news from our nation’s
southern border, Fox reporter Bill Melugin
posted video on X yesterday showing large
groups of illegal aliens slipping through a
breach in the border wall.

The horde included men, women, and
children. After the last of them passed
through the opening, their masked human
smuggler looked directly at Melugin’s
camera, shrugged, and mockingly saluted.

This occurred Tuesday at Lukeville, Arizona,
where illegals cross in droves on a daily
basis, the reporter says.

In a live shot aired yesterday on Fox News from the same location, cameras showed a seemingly
endless stream of aliens, and Melugin noted that all of them were young men.

“Thousands of single adult men — from Senegal, Guinea, Mauritania, and Egypt, along with countries in
the Middle East and Asia — are illegally crossing the southern border every single day,” he posted.
“This is the reality of Biden’s border crisis.”

“This is Border Patrol’s Tucson, Arizona, sector, which just had 17,500 illegal crossings last week alone
— that is the highest weekly total ever recorded,” said Melugin.

He interviewed two African men who had just arrived and admitted they are not seeking asylum. One of
them bowed toward the camera with a broad smile, saying: “I love you, Joe Biden! Thank you for
everything, Joe Biden!”

Last week in Lukeville, Ali Bradley captured similar video, which shows the disdain the illegal aliens
hold for U.S. Border Patrol agents and illustrates how boldly they break through barriers put up to keep
them out.
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